QUESTIONS TO BE CONSIDERED AT MEETING 10
In discussion with Co-Chairs, it was agreed that the CWG should seek to answer the following questions
in order to more fully define the recommendations.
Item

Outcome

Overall Interests:
1. General
Guidance:
Do you agree or
disagree with this
statement?

Generally, zoning should be least restrictive in
Industrial zones and become more restrictive as zones
change, in the following order:
Industrial –> Commercial –> Downtown -> Mixed Use ->
Shoreline -> Residential

Overall Target/Goal for number, square footage of BB
2. Number of BB faces: Should code set a cap number?
a. Should it be higher, lower, or the same as what we have on the
ground today?
3. Square footage of BBs in City: should code set a cap number?
a. Should it be higher, lower, or the same as what we have on the
ground today?
Question 1: Where Should BB be Allowed? (which zones)
4. Wall signs
guidance
Agree or disagree?

Wall signs are OK in “Billboard Allowed” Zones if
consistent with other BB size & height limitations
relevant to that zone and they do not cover windows
and architectural features?
Alternately, would you support more generous size and
height limitations with respect to wall signs in
“Billboard Allowed zones” than are required for
freestanding BB?

5. No consensus/
C-1
recommendation
zones:
T
Allow BB or not?

NCX

Question 2: What Should Billboards Look Like? (Design, Buffers, Dispersal)
6. Lighting

If hours of illumination are restricted, does that provide
some flexibility to reduce buffers?

Agree or disagree?
If no lighting of a BB is allowed w/in a residential
buffer, could the residential buffer be smaller?

Additional request from S. Winters: revote special use buffers.
How big should special use buffers be?
Vote from Meeting 8:
Options: 500 ft. 300 ft. 250 ft. 100 ft. 50 ft. 0 ft.
Buffer distance from a
billboard in zone below to
adjacent zone (to right).
Industrial
(M-1, M-2, PMI)
Mixed Use
(CCX, UCX, CIX)
Commercial Zones
(C-2, PDB)
Downtown Zones
(DCC, DMU, WR)

Special Uses
Aggregate Vote Results:
250 ft. or less
100 ft. or less
100 ft. or less
250 ft. or less

Special Uses include those defined in current code: schools, churches, public open space, playgrounds,
parks, historic and conservation districts, registered historic properties.

